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Discover Trust and Harmony 
on the Long Reins 

AVAILABLE NOW

CLASSICAL LONG REINING
SaSkia Gunzer and Pferdia TV

Trafalgar Square Books is pleased to announce the release of Classical Long Reining by 
Saskia Gunzer.

The art of long reining is a fascinating discipline of classical equitation, and one of its 
supreme achievements. Mutual trust between horse and trainer are a must—the trainer 
has only a few aids available with which to communicate with the horse in all gaits and for 
all exercises.

Work on the long reins is extremely enriching for anyone looking for a new challenge 
and wanting to introduce some variety into a training routine. This kind of work is also an 
excellent way to give a meaningful occupation to horses who cannot be ridden for health 
reasons. With this DVD, well-known German trainer Saskia Gunzer will show you how, 
step-by-step, from the very beginning up to Haut École. Topics covered include:

• Equipment for horse and human

• In-hand preparatory work

• Basic position of the long reins

• First steps on the long reins

• Lateral movements

• Work at canter

• Piaffe, passage, and Spanish walk

SASKIA GUNZER has been working successfully for many years as a trainer in the disciplines of work in-hand, liberty schooling, circus 
tricks, and work on a long rein. She has trained horses from a wide variety of breeds on the long reins up to Haute École, and her expertise 
is much sought after. Her performances with her Arabian thoroughbred “Dimitri” have enchanted audiences for years.

DVD • 98 minutes • 4260000133450 • $49.95

For more information contact mcook@trafalgarbooks.com.
To order contact: Trafalgar Square Books, Box 257, Howe Hill Road, N. Pomfret, VT  05053

800.423.4525 ∙ www.horseandriderbooks.com

A thoughtful, structured, step-
by-step guide to the invigorating 
classical art of long reining!
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